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Erratum 
Volume 100, Number 2 (1984), in the article “Some Global Inverse 
Function Theorems,” by John D. Miller, pp. 375-384. 
While it is certainly true that the hypothesis of Hadamard’s theorem 
implies the compactness of the arc components of H-‘(y) for each element 
y in R", the proof given on p. 380 is in error. The proof ought to go as 
follows: Without loss of generality assume A is that arc component with 
left endpoint and parametrize it by t as indicated at the top of p, 379. Then 
along A (and indeed along any other arc component of H-‘(y)), H(t, x) = 
f(tx)/t =y. Now set z(t) = tx(t) and note that z satisfies the functional 
relationship f(z(t)) = yt. This means, upon differentiation of this 
relationship with respect to t, that z(t) is a trajectory of the differential 
equation f’(z( t)) . i(t) = y with initial condition z(0) = 0. 
To prove the compactness of A it suffices to show that if z(t) is defined 
for t < t,, then z(to) is defined. 
To that end, first locally solve for i(t), take norms of both sides and 
apply the hypothesis that If’(x)- ‘( 6 K < co for all x in R" to get the 
estimate (i(r)/ 6 Kjyl, the right side of which is independent of t. This 
inequality implies upon integrating i(t) between t, , t2 < t, that 
Iz(tZ)-z(t,)l <KI.)‘J It,- t,I. Hence it immediately follows that z(t,) is a 
Cauchy sequence for any sequence t, converging to 1, from the left; so z(t,) 
is defined, and thus the assertion that A is compact holds true. The 
theorem proceeds to follow without further incidence. 
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